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Introduction

Dear customer:
Thanks for using SIBOASI series products.
Please read this manual carefully before using the machine.
Only when you are familiar with the machine and you understand the correct usage can you use
the machine on the squash court. avoid misoperation which could result in damaging the squash
ball machine or other accidents.

Attention:
Because the machines are regularly improved, in the manual some changes are
explained. Sometimes the latest changes are not mentioned in the manual, we apologize
that there is no notice for these changes then.

Warning▲

Do not allow the minors to play with the machine.
Do not stand in front of the machine during working status to prevent people from getting
hurt.

Attention:
Please observe the following items strictly.

Warning signal▲
The next items of the manual with warning signal should be abided strictly, otherwise

there will be danger of the personal safety or could lead to a significant accident.

Forbidding signal●
The next items of the manual with forbidden signal should be abided strictly, otherwise

there will be danger of the personal safety or could lead to damage of the machine.

▲Do not disassemble or change the machine voluntarily.
▲Do not break or move the power equipment of the machine
▲Do not let the children or the minors play with the machine or power equipment.
▲Do not control the power or machine switch with barefoot or wet hands.
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▲Do not use the machine in the rainy and stormy weather.
▲Do not use the machine close to volatile or flammable gas.
▲This machine sets the time delay function: 5 seconds after starting the machine can serve

ball automatically, any time do not stretch out your face in front of the ball window to look
at, otherwise it can result in a personal accident.

▲Do not touch the inner parts of the machine during working .
▲If the machine has an unusual situation, for example: big noise, strong smog and leakage,

please immediately cut the power, then contact with local service provider or
manufacturer.

▲When cleaning up interior of the machine, do not let the minors operate the machine, in
order to avoid damaging the machine or causing any danger.

●No moving during working.
●No operating when the state of the battery is insufficient when in the direct-current power

supply condition.
●Don’t put other objects than squash balls onto or into the squash ball machine.
●No laying aside in moist or other bad environment.
●No cleaning the surface of the machine with volatile wet cloth.

Warning▲

SIBOASI products are the professional sports-goods equipment. We are not responsible
for any legal responsibility if any other people change the products for other purpose and
cause damage.
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Functions

B-8

Hand-making Full-function First-design Pretty fashion

Different combinations of ball speed、fixed、flat stroke、horizontal displacement、
vertical displacement、topspin、backspin、two lines function。Every program can be
changed automatically (30 seconds/program).The ball speed can be fully random
adjusted,which makes the machine more human oriented.

There are 16 kinds programs in the random mode and every program can change
automatically every 30 minutes .
·Remote control (LCD display).
·Double power, AC, DC available.
· Reset and pause function.
·Remote control: ball speed, feed frequency ,work/pause, fixed point/flat stroke,

horizontal swing,horizontal displacement、vertical displacement、
topspin、backspin、two lines function

·Ball speed range: 30-150 km / h,
·Ball Capacity: 20
·frequency range : 2-12 seconds.
· Ball direction control: built-in.
· Battery working hour: 20 – 40 minutes
· Colour:red,silver
· Suitable for: Junior player to senior player.

◆ Weight：25KG
◆ Size：.main machine: 48*39*61(cm)

▲Warning

Do not allow minors to play with the machine.Do not stand in front of the machine during

working status to prevent people from getting hurt.
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Parts

Main machine：

Retractable 

Insurance Block

Power
 Interface

Remote control：

Vertical

Stock

 Horizontal

 speed

 (K/H) speed

 Horizontal

Lob ball
Vertical

 Random

00
(Second)
 frequency 

Narrow

Among
 

Wide  

 Back spin

Top spin 

W/A/N

Vertical

ON/OFF

 Pattern

 Horizontal

 frequency 

 frequency  speed
 Reset

00 0

Vertical downward

Speed down

Speed up

Reset

Point/function stock

On/Off

Wide/Middle/Narrow/Horizontal

Vertical upward

Horizontal left movement

Self-program/Random

Horizontal right movement

Frequency down

Frequency up

Power switch

LCD Display

Topspin

Backspin
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Accessory:charger, power cable

Installment Instruction

一、 Packing list

Description Quantity Description Quantity
Main machine parts one Charger one
Ac power cable one Remote control one
Fuse pipe one Manual one

二、 Assembling

Note: When demolishing the machine packing module, it can possibly see the squash surface
down on the packing protective film and the machine , this is the normal phenomenon
leaving on the product ex-factory after testing examination.

1.The wheels of the main machine

1
2

install the wheel according to the direction of arrow

twist the nut

twist the nut with the 12-14 open-mouth wrench

twist the nut

2.Fuse pipe
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OFF DC             AC             

Fuse pipe

Fuse pipe cover

Panel control

Revolving the fuse pipe cover, assemble the fuse pipe and revolve it tightly.

3.Charging

AC socket

OFF DC             AC             

 DC lamp         

Battery 
 Level

 protector  

Top spin 

Narrow

Among
 

Vertical

ON/OFF

 Random  Back spin

 Horizontal Wide  

 frequency  frequency 

 speed  speed
 Reset

(3-Line)
Narrow

Among
 

Wide  

 Back spin

Top spin 

(Second)
 frequency 

 (K/H) speed

 Horizontal

Lob ball
Vertical

 Random

Charger

AC power

Please match the 
convex and concave 
parts and plug firmly. 

DC socket DC socket

Convex partConcave part
DC power socket

Panel 
control

Pull-rod
Main machine

Protection 
circle

1) Take out the DC power cable(the two ends can be exchangable).
2) Identify the DC power cable end indentation(concave) part and consistent with the DC socket

bulge(convex) part of the main machine, insert and lock tightly the knob. And with the same
method, make the connection of the DC power and the portable battery.

Note:The connection of the DC power cable , the battery and the main machine must
confirm the correct direction, otherwise this will cause the power short circuit to burn out
the machine or have an accident.

Attention:The battery was charged before shipment,please use it out before
charging.
When the battery LED display on the panel control show 2 or 3 lights,and the ball
has no power then charge the battery for 4-6 hours.
When the red light of the charger was off,please pull out power socket.If not,it may
damage the battery.

4. Battery of the remote control
1) Used with the 9V dry battery.
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2) Softly press and take out the battery cover..
3) Make the alignment of the“+”“-” of the battery and the“+”“-”of the remote control, incline

slightly the battery and put into the battery with the finger.
4) Covers the battery cover according to the reversed direction order.
5) Turns on the remote control switch, LCD have the display.

21

softly press and take out
 the battery cover 

incline slightly the battery
and match the "+""-"

Note: When installing or replacing the battery, please carefully examine “+” “-”

polarity, cannot connect reversely, otherwise it will be possible to damage the
remote control.

Warning▲
Do not allow minors to play with the machine.Do not stand in front of the

machine during working status to prevent people from getting hurt.
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Use Instruction

◆ Choose the power

AC             DC             

OFF

AC socket  DC socket DC socket

AC             DC             OFFAC             DC             OFF OFF DC             AC             OFF DC             AC             

 DC socket DC socketAC socket

1． Choose the switch position“II”, ie, choose the “AC” power.then the power indication light
will be on, the ball speed of LCD display is“00”and the frequency is “0” .

2． Choose the switch position“I”,ie,choose the “DC” power.then the power indication light will
be on, the ball speed of LCD display is“00”and the frequency is “0” .

3． Choose the switch position“0”,ie,turn off the power.then the power indication light will be off.

◆ Turn on the remote control switch

remote
control
power
switch

1. Make sure well-assembling the battery.
2. Turn on the remote control switch.

1. Start the machine
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AC             DC             

OFF

/

ON /OFF

AC socket

 DC lamp         

 DC socket

SSV8-8

 protector  

(Second)
 frequency 

 (K/H) speed

AC             DC             OFF

三、Select “AC” or “DC” power.
四、 Softly touch the “ON/OFF” button, then will a sound ”di”， the main engine begins to

work, and the ball speed of the LCD display is 120 km/hr(set by factory)。The machine begin
to serving ball after 5 seconds,the frequency of serving show 8 seconds/ball (set by factory).

Note: ●“Reset” is the clear button, when softly touch this button, it will clear all the

program settings except the self-programming mode.
● When starting the machine, the power light and the electric quantity light
will twinkle, which is the normal phenomenon, for the instantaneous
pressure is big at first.

●The machine will serve ball automatically after 5 seconds when you touch
the"ON / OF" button

2. Adjust the ball speed

ON /OFF  speed

OFF DC             AC             

 speed (K/H)

 frequency 
(Second)

 protector  

SSV8-8

 DC socket

 DC lamp         

AC socket
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1． Softly touch the “ON/OFF” button and start the machine.
2． Softly touch the button “speed△Up” “speed▽Down”, then adjust the ball speed in the range

of 30 to 150 km/hr .
3． Softly touch again the “ON/OFF” or “Reset” button, the machine stop working.

3. Adjust the ball frequency

OFF DC             AC             

 speed (K/H)

 frequency 
(Second)

 protector  

SSV8-8

 DC socket

 DC lamp         

AC socket

 frequency ON/OFF

◆ Touch softly the “ON/OFF” button and start the machine.
◆ Touch softly the button “frequency△Up” “frequency▽Down”, then adjust the ball frequency

in the range of 2 to 12 sec/ball.
◆ Touch softly again the “ON/OFF” or “Reset” button, the machine stop working.

4. Set the position for horizontal serving ball
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ON/OFF Horizontal Vertical

8 Horizontal

 speed (K/H)

 frequency 
(Second)

Top spin 

 Back spin

Wide  

Among
 Narrow

120
120

 Random

AC socket

 DC lamp         

 DC socket

SSV8-8

 protector  

AC             DC             OFF

a) Touch softly the “ON/OFF” button and start the machine.Touch ‘Horizontal’ ◤(Left)
the 1st time,horizontal serving ball in the middle place(set by itself) swing to left at an
angle (4°-8°),see the above picture from C to B ; Touch ‘Horizontal’ ◤(Left) the 2nd

time,the position of horizontal serving ball swing to left at an angle (4°-8°) again,see
the above picture from B to A ;

Then touch ‘Horizontal’ ◥(Right) the 3th time,the position of horizontal serving ball
will return back and swing to right at an angle (4°-8°), see the above picture from A to
B.

b) Touch repeatly ‘Horizontal’ ◥ , horizontal serving ball with the same position one by
one from B to C,from C to D, from D to E .

3. This operating repeatly can control the angle of horizontal serving ball .
4. Touch softly again the “ON/OFF” or “Reset” button, the machine stop working.

5. Set horizontal swing
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O F F D C              A C              

 protector  

SSV8-8

 D C  socket

 D C  lam p         

A C  socket

 R andom

120
120

N arrow

A m ong
 

W ide  

 B ack  spin

T op  spin  

(Second)
 frequency  

 (K/H) speed

 H orizontal 8
V ertical

/O F FO N W /A /N

1. Touch softly the “ON/OFF” button and start the machine.
2. Touch softly the “W/A/N” button the fourth time,to set horizontal swing ball,at the same time

the horizontal show led are on in the LCD.
3. Touch softly again the “ON/OFF” or “Reset” button, the machine stop working.

Note：Touch softly the “W/A/N” button，the 1st time to set Wide-line.
Touch softly the “W/A/N” button，the 2nd time to set Among-line.
Touch softly the “W/A/N” button，the 3rd time to set Narrow-line.
Touch softly the “W/A/N” button，the 4th time to set horizontal swing.
Touch softly the “W/A/N” button，the 5th time cancel all functions.

6. Set the position for vertical serving ball
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ON/OFF Vertical Vertical

8 Horizontal

 speed (K/H)

 frequency 
(Second)

Top spin 

 Back spin

Wide  

Among
 Narrow

120
120

 Random

AC socket

 DC lamp         

 DC socket

SSV8-8

 protector  

AC             DC             OFF

a) Touch softly the “ON/OFF” button and start the machine.
b) Touch ‘Vertical’ ▲(Up) button the 1st time,serving ball in the position of flat

stroking upward swing at an angle (5°-10°),see the above picture from A to B; touch
‘Vertical’ ▲(Up) button the 2nd time, the position of vertical serving upward swing
at an angle (5°-10°) again,see the above picture from B to C; touch ‘Vertical’ ▲(Up)
button the 3rd

time, the position of vertical serving upward swing at an angle (5°-10°) again,see
the above picture from C to D.

c) Touch ‘Vertical’ ▼ (Down) button the 1st time,serving ball from the highest
position downward swing at an angle (5°-10°),see the above picture from D to C;
touch ‘Vertical’ ▼ (Down) button the 2nd time, the position of vertical serving
downward swing at an angle (5°-10°) again,see the above picture from C to B;
touch ‘Vertical’ ▼ (Down) button the 3rd time, the position of vertical serving
downward swing at an angle (5°-10°) again,see the above picture from B to A.

d) This operating repeatly can control the angle of serving ball .
e) Touch softly again the “ON/OFF” or “Reset” button, the machine stop working.

7. Choose the top spin ball shooting

O FF D C              A C              

 protector  

SSV8-8

 D C  socket

 D C  lam p         

A C  socket

 Random

120
150

N arrow

A m ong
 

W ide  

 Back spin

Top spin 

(Second)
 frequency 

 (K/H) speed

 Horizontal 8
V ertical

/O FFO N Top spin 
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1． Touch softly the “ON/OFF” button and start the machine.
2． Touch softly “top spin” button the 1st time, set the top spin ball shooting.（speed of the up

wheel is 130km/h ， speed of the down wheel is 80km/h ）， touch ‘top spin’ button
again ,increase the power of top spin（speed of the up wheel is 140km/h，speed of the down
wheel is 80km/h），touch softly “top spin” button the 3rd time,top spin serving mode will be
cancelled.

3． Touch softly again the “ON/OFF” or “Reset” button, the machine stop working.

8. Choose the back spin ball shooting

OFF DC             AC             

 protector  

SSV8-8

 DC socket

 DC lamp         

AC socket

Back 
spin

(Second)
 frequency 

 (K/H) speed

/OFFON Back spin 

1. Touch softly the “ON/OFF” button and start the machine.
2. Touch softly “back spin” button the 1st time, set the back spin ball shooting.（speed of the up
wheel is 120km/h，speed of the down wheel is 150km/h），touch ‘back spin’ button again ,increase
the power of back spin（speed of the up wheel is 110km/h，speed of the down wheel is 150km/h），
touch softly “back spin” button the 3rd time,back spin serving mode will be cancelled.
3. Touch softly again the “ON/OFF” or “Reset” button, the machine stop working.

Warning▲
Do not allow minors to play with the machine.Do not stand in front of the

machine during working status to prevent people from getting hurt.
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9. Choose the lob ball shooting

/OFFON

OFF DC             AC             

 protector  

SSV8-8

 DC socket

 DC lamp         

AC socket

 Random

120
120

Narrow

Among
 

Wide  

 Back spin

Top spin 

(Second)
 frequency 

 (K/H) speed

 Horizontal 8
VerticalVertical

1. Touch softly the “ON/OFF” button and start the machine.
2. Touch softly “Vertical” ▲(Up) button the 3rd time, set lob ball shooting.
3. Touch softly again the “ON/OFF” or “Reset” button, the machine stop working.

◆ Choose the forehand or backhand Narrow-line ball shooting

/O FFO N

O FF D C              A C              

 speed (K/H)

 frequency 
(Second)

 protector  

SSV8-8

 D C  socket

 D C  lam p         

A C  socket

N arrow
W /A /N

1. Touch softly the “ON/OFF” button and start the machine.
2. Touch softly the ‘W/A/N’ button the 3rd time to set forehand or backhand narrow-line

ball shooting.
3. Touch softly again the “ON/OFF” or “Reset” button, the machine stop working.

Note: The distance of the narrow-line is 2 to 3 meters, It is convenient for trainers by

single or two persons to run-training forehand and backhand by small step at the same
time.
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◆Choose the forehand or backhand Middle-line ball shooting

/O F FO N W /A /N

O F F D C              A C              

 speed (K/H)

 frequency 
(Second)

 protector  

SSV8-8

 D C  socket

 D C  lam p         

A C  socket

W ide  

1. Touch softly the “ON/OFF” button and start the machine.
2. Touch softly the ‘W/A/N’ button the 2st time to set forehand or backhand Middle-line

ball shooting.
3. Touch softly again the “ON/OFF” or “Reset” button, the machine stop working.

Note: the distance of the wide-line is 3 to 4 meters, It is convenient for trainers by

single or two persons to run-training forehand and backhand by big step at the same
time

◆Choose the forehand or backhand Wide-line ball shooting

/O F FO N W /A /N

O F F D C              A C              

 speed (K/H)

 frequency  
(Second)

 p ro tector  

SSV8-8

 D C  sock et

 D C  lam p          

A C  sock et

W ide  

1. Touch softly the “ON/OFF” button and start the machine.
2. Touch softly the ‘W/A/N’ button the 1st time to set forehand or backhand Wide-line

ball shooting.
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3. Touch softly again the “ON/OFF” or “Reset” button, the machine stop working.

Note: the distance of the wide-line is 4 to 5 meters, It is convenient for trainers by

single or two persons to run-training forehand and backhand by super-big step at the
same time

10. Self-programming（Set）

 P atte rnO F F

D C              A C              

stock /O F FO N

 H o rizo n ta l

V ertica l

/

The machine could shoot 20 consecutive balls at 5 horizontal positions and 4 vertical position. The
last program is constantly saved, also after resetting or power off the machine.
Because the machine saves the program but the remote control doesn’t, the remote control will
show at the display that no balls were programmed after a power off of the machine. Therefor
you’d better look at the display of the machine if there are still balls programmed in the machine
after the remote control has been turned off and on.
When there are still some balls programmed, the next programmed ball will always be added at
the end of the program-series. A ball in the middle of a series could be removed but not added
inside a series of programmed balls. In a program series it is not possible to use 2 times the same
position. This means that several (max. 20) balls could be programmed only when the positions
are unique.

 Select AC/DC power.
 Push button “Pattern” for programming. In the display “30” is displayed at the “random”

position. Also a flashing number is displayed, this number shows the position of the court.
Position 1-5 is just after the net, position 16-20 is at the end of the court close to the baseline.

 Go to the right position via the horizontal buttons (“<” en “>”) and vertical buttons (“^” en
“v”) for the first ball position to program and press “Stock” to save this position. The display
shows the saved position by the number that is displayed.

 Repeat step 3 for every next ball.
 When ready, press the “ON/OFF” button to start shooting the programmed balls. The

machine only displays the programmed balls, not the order of these.
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Note: 1. Touch softly ‘Pattern’ button the 1st time,to select the self-programming; touch the 2nd

time,to set the random ball shooting; touch the 3rd time, stop the two functions.
2. 1-15 points are suitable for pressurized balls(hard one),6-20 points are suitable for

Non-pressurized balls(soft one). 6-15 points are suitable for neither soft nor hard
balls.

11. Self-programming（Cancel）

 Pattern

/

OFF

DC             AC             

W/A/N ON/OFFStock
Vertical

 Horizontal

While the machine doesn’t display the order of the shooting balls at several positions, you should
manage yourself which balls to remove. When removing a programmed ball, the next balls shift
just one position to become the next ball. For example when a series of 5 balls has been
programmed, the 3rd ball could be removed but not changed to another position, in that case the
balls 3, 4 and 5 should be removed and again being programmed.

1． Select AC/DC power
2． Push “Pattern” to select programming
3． Go to the right position via the horizontal buttons (“<” en “>”) and vertical buttons (“^” en

“v”) for the ball you want to remove.
4． Push “W/A/N” to remove the ball.
5． Repeat steps 3 and 4 to remove other balls.

NOTE: All the balls should be removed separately, there is no function to remove all programmed
balls once.

Note: 1. Touch softly ‘Pattern’ button the 1st time,to select the self-programming; touch the 2nd

time,to set the random ball shooting; touch the 3rd time, stop the two functions.
2. The function of the ‘W/A/N’ button become cancel function when you use the
‘Pattern’ button.
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12. Choose the random ball shooting

AC             DC             

OFF

 ! ( !  0       , +3! .

 Pattern ON /OFF

1. Touch softly the “ON/OFF” button and start the machine
2. Touch softly ‘Pattern’ button the 2nd time,to set the random ball shooting. different

combinations of ball speed、fixed、flat stroke、horizontal swing、horizontal displacement、
vertical displaceement、lob、topspin、backspin、wide-line、Among-line、Narrow-line）。
Every program can be changed automatically (30 seconds/program).

3. Touch softly again the “ON/OFF” or “Reset” button, the machine stop working.

Note：1. Touch softly ‘Pattern’ button the 1st time,to select the self-programming; touch the 2nd

time,to set the random ball shooting; touch the 3rd time, stop the two functions.

13. Other functions
a) Reset function: press the button to clear all functions due to mis-operation and other

reasons.(Except the self-program)
b) Function can be switched randomly except topspin and backspin.
c) The battery electric quantity show: when all the lights are on, it means sufficient; when

part of the lights are on ,it means you must charging.

Warning▲
SIBOASI products are the professional sports-goods equipment. We are not responsible

for any legal responsibility if any other people change the products for other purpose and
cause damage.
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Maintenance

一、 Normal phenomenon

Note: When softly touch the function button, the LCD has the relevant show, but the
machine is not working, it means the main machine maybe did not receive the signal, only
need touching the reset button and re-operation. It is the normal phenomenon.

The normal phenomenon as follows:

phenomenon Reason
◆After unpacking the
machine, there may be some
squash ball black stain on
the shooting wheel.

◆It is left over by examination when ex-factory.

◆When starting the
machine, the power light is
twinkling and dark .

◆It is caused by the big pressure when suddenly starting the
machine.

◆The machine is not
working according to the
instruction of the remote
control.

◆there is interfering signal nearby.
◆the distance is far between the remote control and the main
machine.
◆please pull out the antenna.

◆The over-currency device
will protect the machine
sometimes when starting the
machine .

◆It is caused by the big pressure when suddenly starting the
machine.

◆When touching, the
remote control has no
response .

◆the switch is not turned on .
◆no battery.
◆The battery electric quantity is low.

Warning▲
Do not allow minors to play with the machine.Do not stand in front of the

machine during working status to prevent people from getting hurt.
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二、 Trouble examination

phenomenon Reasons methods
◆The squash ball machine

is not working and the
instruction light is not
on .

◆The power plug of AC/DC is
broken or not insert firmly.
◆The over-currency device will
protect the machine.
◆The power fuse of AC/DC is
burn-out.
◆The battery electric quantity is
low.
◆Not choose the AC/DC
correctly.

◆Change or insert firmly
the power plug of AC/DC.
◆Reset the over-currency
device
◆Change the power fuse of
AC/DC.
◆Charge the battery.
◆Please choose the AC/DC
correctly.

◆The squash ball machine
is not working and the
instruction light is on.

◆Not turn on the switch of panel
control or remote control.
◆Poor connection of the internal

machine.
◆The control parts of the
internal machine is broken.

◆Please turn on the switch of
panel control or remote
control.
◆Please contact with the
manufacturer.
◆Please contact with the
manufacturer or dealer.

◆The ball-shooting is
powerless

◆The power of AC/DC is not
normal.
◆The spring of the squash ball
is not enough .
◆The control parts of the
internal machine is broken.

◆Please examine the power of
AC/DC.
◆Please change the squash
ball.
◆Please contact with the
manufacturer or dealer.

三、 Maintenance

Note: If you do not use the machine for a long time, please pay attention to these

items as follows:
▲The battery and electricity must be far away with the heat power.

▲Take out the battery of the remote control.
▲Preserve the power cable and the battery cable.

▲Turn off the switch of the remote control to avoid loosing electricity.

1． Do any cleaning or maintaining must cut the power.
2． Half wet soft cloth with detergent can be used to clean the outside dust. Do not use volatile

liquid to clean the baking paint outside part.
3． The internal machine maybe accumulate much felt of the squash ball after long time use,

please use the gum with magic tape to stick it out or use the air blower and blower it out.
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Attention：▲Before you do any cleaning or maintaining you must cut the

power.
▲ Avoid water, oil and other acid material to penetrate into the

machine.

Warning▲

SIBOASI products are the professional sports-goods equipment. We are not
responsible for any legal responsibility if any other people change the products
for other purpose and cause damage.

Service guide

Aftersales center
Dongguan Humen SIBOASI Sports Machinery Factory
Tel:0086-769-82262772 Fax: 0086-769-81619311
Add:Fuma industry area,Chigang,Humen town,Dongguan
Web: www.whqss.com

The following situation is not included in Warranty range:
 Customer use, maintain, keep improperly;
 Imprudently disassemble, maintain, or connect by mistake to cause damage;
 Alter invoice, maintenance certificate, provide fake document or loose document;
 Other action against the machine operation stipulation;
 Natural disaster force majeure caused damage;
 All warranty information or machine improvements can be changed any time, we are not

liable to inform.
 SIBOASI reserves the right of the above warranty details final interpretation.

Warning▲

SIBOASI products are the professional sports-goods equipment. We are not
responsible for any legal responsibility if any other people change the products for other
purpose and cause damage.
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×

The SIBOASI series product

Guarantee Maintain Card

Customer data
Name
Address
Telephone
The postal code

Product data
Product type
Purchase date
Invoice number

Sale data
Sale factory
Telephone
Address
The postal code

SIBOASI sports-goods Co.,Ltd
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×

The SIBOASI series product

Maintain record

The first Maintain

Maintain type:

Malfunction reason:

Malfunction checking

Malfunction processing

Accept goods date

Delivery date

Supervisor

Checker

Maintain person

The second Maintain

Maintain type:

Malfunction reason:

Malfunction checking

Malfunction processing

Accept goods date

Delivery date

Supervisor

Checker

Maintain person

The thirdly Maintain

Maintain type:

Malfunction reason:

Malfunction checking

Malfunction processing

Accept goods date

Delivery date

Supervisor

Checker

Maintain person


